Data Sheet

Oracle Communications
Elastic Charging Engine
Increasing mobile broadband usage from smart phones, IoT devices
and expanding ecosystems are changing data consumption behavior
and the way businesses operate. Charging for service and data usage
requires real-time processing with instant and personalized customer
notifications, network slice and policy-based services, and hybrid
prepaid and postpaid charging plans. The cloud native Elastic
Charging Engine redefines real-time charging with extreme
performance, inherent high availability, dynamic scalability and low
cost, efficient operations.
Ready for hyperscale charging demands
Oracle Communications Elastic Charging Engine (ECE) is an online and offline
converged charging system (CCS) with integrated 5G charging function (CHF) at
the heart of Oracle’s Cloud Scale Monetization portfolio. Powered by industry
leading in-memory grid technology, ECE has been designed to support the
technical and business monetization demands for techco communication service
providers (CSP). It is a digital experience engine for the 5G era, providing 3GPP
aligned real-time converged data and communications session charging and
balance management, with native integration into Oracle’s full suite of
monetization capabilities designed in accordance with TM Forum principles.

Key benefits
Oracle Communications Elastic
Charging Engine (ECE) provides
unmatched performance and
functionality with extremely low
total cost of ownership:
 Prepaid and postpaid
charging for all services on a
single system
 Charge for anything at any
scale with rapid time to
market
 Network grade performance
and cloud scale operational
experience
 Cloud native agility to deploy
services more quickly,
operate more efficiently, and
scale as business needs grow
 Engineered options to meet
gold standard business
continuity needs

“We needed to
transform our online
charging capabilities
while consolidating
legacy systems and
reducing costs. Oracle’s
Converged Charging
System provides us with
critical, rapid
monetization of
innovative prepaid
commercial offers and
an evolution path to
meet future
requirements.”
Sedin Kahriman
General Manager
BH Telecom

Image 1. Key functions provided by ECE within Oracle’s Cloud Scale Charging and Billing solution.
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Converged charging system

Core network integration
Built around network and IT industry standards, ECE uses an innovative high
performance and coherent data management architecture to support near linear
scalability, low latency, and highly available multi-site deployments with full
transactional consistency. ECE supports converged charging architecture in both
standalone (SA) and non-standalone (NSA) 5G core networks using HTTP/2 and
Diameter gateways. CAMEL over SIGTRAN (circuit-switched voice and SMS) is
supported through Oracle’s Convergent Charging Controller (OC3C).

ECE provides the following
3GPP aligned 4G/5G converged
charging functions:
 4G & 5G Non Standalone
Architecture Offline Charging
Function (NSA OFCF)
 4G & 5G Non Standalone
Architecture Online Charging
Function (NSA OCF)
 5G Non Standalone
Architecture Charging
Function (SA CHF)
 Account Balance
Management Function
(ABMF)
 Charging gateway function
(CGF)
 Rating function (RF)
Key features
 In-memory charging grid

Image 2. ECE core network integration for non telco, fixed, 2G- 5G mobile networks.

Convergent charging mediation for multiple network types including 5G and
hybrid 4G/LTE/5G networks as well as non-telco applications is supported with
the addition of Oracle Communications Offline Mediation Controller (OCOMC).

Charging flexibility
ECE is highly configurable and provides sophisticated online and offline
converged charging for any service, segment and payment model. ECE provides
the ability to rate and charge for anything, using any rating metric or information
that is part of the event stream. With Oracle Communications Pricing Design
Center, offer bundle and tariff configuration and management is simple and
intuitive, allowing business users to create service level offers in minutes.

In-memory charging grid
The real-time rating and balance management functions are underpinned by the
industry leading Oracle Coherence in-memory data grid technology, forming a
high performance and resilient charging grid which enables a cloud scale
experience. Coherence has a dynamic mesh-based architecture that provides
fast data access and enables predictable scalability for mission critical
applications.

Image 3. Oracle’s charging grid technology
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 Ability to rate any metric,
attribute, and combination of
payment options
 Authorize all transactions in
real-time
 Support B2C, B2B and
B2B2X with complex
hierarchical structures
 Extreme performance, high
availability, and linear
scalability with low TCO
 TM Forum certified pricing UI
designed for the business
user with intuitive, webbased navigation workflows
 Modern architecture with
cloud native foundations
supporting DevOps agility
and efficiency
 Productized software that
can be extended with a fully
documented and supported
software development kit
 Alignment with TM Forum
Open APIs
 API framework to integrate
with external applications
such as self-service web
apps, notification platforms,
order provisioning, customer
care and policy management

The use of in-memory technology in modern network charging applications is
essential to support the very low latency service authorization and reauthorization network requests required, typically specified in the order of
milliseconds. ECE’s charging grid adopts an innovative approach that co-locates
the processing and data, offering high degrees of parallelism, with events
persisted asynchronously to an enterprise class database ensuring efficient
processing and low latencies.

Network grade performance
The in-memory charging grid stores customer data (including active session
details and balances) and pricing data using in-memory cache technology
distributed across a cluster of grid members (realized as JVM nodes), with data
entries serialized in key-value pairs. Read and write latencies are extremely small,
supporting very low end-to-end charging transaction response times for data
session initiate, update, and terminate requests. ECE uses Coherence distributed
caching for storing customer objects across members of the charging grid with
automatic partitioning and rebalancing of data as new members are added or
removed from the grid.
Rather than taking the approach of fetching data from a remote store,
performing processing, and then writing the data back to the remote store, the
charging grid processes all transaction requests directly where the data entries
are managed in the cluster. This co-located data and processing affinity
architecture offers the following benefits:
•

Processing is extremely fast as all objects are held in-memory, ensuring low
latency and cost-efficient compute resource utilization and high charging
transaction throughput

•

Data access times are close to zero, with processing invoking optimized
HashMap lookups

•

Almost zero cost locking, retaining transactional data consistency and
ensuring no revenue leakage within the charging system

Asynchronous persistence of the grid cache ensures high performance without
compromising business-critical data availability. Rated events are offloaded
asynchronously to revenue management functions providing a near real-time
event flow that does not impact the core network charging processing.

Cloud scale operational experience
The grid is fully distributed, with no single point of contention, supporting
independent scalability for large and growing customer data sets. The charging
grid supports near linear scalability due to the automatic partitioning of
customer data objects across the grid members. Coherence detects new grid
members and automatically re-balances the cache data so that it is spread
evenly across the grid (image 4).
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Oracle Coherence
Oracle Converged Charging
System is powered by Oracle
Coherence – a key benefit over
alternative solutions with homegrown propriety models
 The first and industry leading
in-memory data grid
 Huge R&D technology
investment from Oracle
 Scaling critical enterprise
applications for nearly two
decades (since 2002)
 Proven in other very
demanding environments
(such as financial trading)
 Constant improvements to
resiliency and performance
through the combined
test/feature requirements of
hundreds of other uses

Verified Cloud Scale
performance
In a cloud native performance
test* for 100 million subscribers
using Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, Oracle Cloud
Scale Charging demonstrated
wide area active-active
deployment with extremely high
performance across two sites.
This gold standard business
continuity architecture was
deployed across two data
centers located in the West and
East coast of the USA with 50
million subscribers on each site
with bi-directional charging grid
data federation. The test used
realistic traffic profiles and
demonstrated large scale rated
event generation with low single
digit charging latency.
Read the full report

Key cloud native features
 Kubernetes-orchestrated
containerized multi-service
architecture
 Choice of Open Container
Initiative based Kubernetes
runtime
 Helm charts simplify
installation of BRM and its
dependencies into a
Kubernetes cluster
 Observability and logging
framework support
Image 4. ECE’s elastic scaling model

 Choice of Oracle database:
physical or containerized

Dynamic scaling up or down can be handled “in-flight” to support changes in
presented traffic load, subscriber growth, or compute availability, for example to
change roles between test and production for efficient resource utilization.

 Utilize any CI/CD pipeline to
support the rapid launch of
differentiating services

Cloud native deployment

 Incorporate BRM
configuration and extension
support

ECE can be deployed as a cloud native application in a containerized and
orchestrated deployment architecture, taking advantage of cloud native
infrastructure and DevOps CI/CD tooling to enable service providers to design,
test, and deploy services more quickly, operate more efficiently, and scale
horizontally as business needs grow. ECE can also be deployed as a noncontainerized application if required.

Business continuity architecture
In a multi-site deployment model, ECE sites can concurrently process network
charging requests across two or more geographic locations. This architecture is
designed to provide a very high level of resiliency and service continuity in the
event of unplanned outages. All updates that occur in the charging cluster in a
site are replicated to other sites using Coherence cache federation (image 5).

 Deployable on private clouds
behind a firewall or public
cloud infrastructure
 Supports industry standard
cloud native technologies for
volume / cluster networking
and logging and monitoring
 Kubernetes services and
deployments to enable
simpler upgrades and
configuration changes
 Efficient scaling utilizing
Kubernetes inbuilt horizontal
scaling

Comprehensive multiple-site
charging deployments
Engineered options to meet
your business continuity needs:
 Active – warm standby
 Active – hot standby
 Segmented active – active
 Active – active

Image 5. Charging grid cache federation across multiple sites
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Related solutions

In this configuration, all sites are active with each site housing complete
customer and configuration data. Requests can be sent to any site; the core
network functions need not know the preferred site for a subscriber. Responses
are routed back through the site that originally received the request from the
core network.
In case of a charging grid outage at a specific site, the remaining sites can
continue to process the usage requests and share the load of the failed site, until
the site is brought back up and ready to process again.
In an ideal multi-site deployment, each charging grid should handle an evenly
balanced traffic load, for example in a dual site configuration each charging grid
should handle approximately 50% of the traffic and in a three-site configuration
each grid should handle approximately 33% of the traffic.

Summary
ECE is a cloud native 5G ready converged charging system designed from the
ground up to support the future needs of hyperscale service providers. It uses
mesh based in-memory technology to provide high performance, resilient and
linearly scalable charging, with pre-integrations available to advanced revenue
management capabilities. It allows techco CSPs to efficiently monetize high
volumes of communications, data, and media traffic and at the same time
provide a compelling customer experience.

ECE is an integrated component
of the following solutions:
 Cloud Scale Charging.
Charge for anything at any
scale with a cloud native,
network agnostic converged
charging system powered by
an in-memory grid. Supports
any fixed and 2G-5G network
while interoperating with
third party billing systems.
 Cloud Scale Charging and
Billing. Monetize anything at
any scale using preintegrated charging, offer
design, billing, revenue, and
account management for
accelerated time to cash and
accountability across the
entire revenue lifecycle for
any service and business
model.
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